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A woman and a housewife were one in the same.  A colonial woman of the eighteenth century 
could not socially be considered a proper example of the former without performing the tasks of the 
latter.  These duties included the maintaining of a home, rearing of the children, and hosting of parties.  
Traditional society instilled this ideal of motherhood and overall obedience into the minds of young 
women at an early age and continued to shape their lives throughout adulthood.  It became even more 
paramount during the Revolutionary Era, as men were called to join the fight for independence, leaving 
their wives and daughters at home.  At least, this was society’s expectation.   This barrier did not 
succeed in holding some women, though, as a brave number dared to venture outside of the domestic 
arena into the world of men.  Driven by a variety of motives, ranging from a desire to prove their 
patriotic worth to an urge to reform societal demands, they left their predestined roles and followed the 
soldiers into a harsh reality of pain and sacrifice.  While a majority merely traveled with the men to be 
close to their family, the more radical secretly donned men’s clothing and participated in battle in an 
effort to show women’s capability in secondary roles.  Upon public notice of these actions, many women 
were ridiculed, shunned from social groups, and scorned for abandoning their duties to pursue a choice 
which was not theirs to pursue.  Yet if these women had not volunteered their services in cleaning, 
nursing, espionage, and active combat, the patriots of the American Revolution would have lacked an 
essential force of their military operation.
1
  In addition, these necessary contributions were products of 
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rising revolutionary consciousness, and paved the way for attempts of political and social reform in favor 
of females.  
Eighteenth century men deemed women the politically irrational gender, incapable of producing 
logical and intelligent opinions in a public arena.  This ideology is reflected in the meager job availability 
outside of the home for single, married, and widowed women, as well as the absence of women in 
noted political or militaristic affairs.
2
 Even at home, women were regarded as the lesser, as they were 
not likely to procure property rights.  Upon marriage women, however unwillingly, released all property 
and personal effects to their husband’s estate.  Though they were guaranteed a third of their husband’s 
real estate in a dower after their significant other’s death, women did not necessarily regain their 
original assets.  The husband’s will and testament decided the amount of competition between the wife 
and her children in regards to property.
3
   
Though this position of women in society was still common, it began to shift slightly due to the 
radical thinking of the Enlightenment period.  Beginning in the mid-seventeenth century and continuing 
well into the eighteenth, prominent thinkers in this European period began to question the truth of 
women’s supposed intellectual inferiority.  As early as 1673, men as well as women began speaking 
openly of their new opinions, including French writer and feminist philosopher, Francois Poulain de la 
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Barre.  In his work, The Equality of the Two Sexes, he declared that “the mind has no sex,” explaining 
that women’s physical traits do not hinder their mental capabilities, as was previously thought.  Later in 
the century, John Locke and English writer Mary Astell began to comment on this notion in their 
respective works.  Both suggested that any hint of intellectual inferiority in women is the result of 
inadequate education as imposed by men, Astell even going so far as to scold men for denying women 
their potential for acquired intellect.  As women in the colonies heard of these new opinions of potential 
through excerpts found local media, they too questioned their roles in society:  if given the same 
opportunities, perhaps women would perform in the same capacity as men.
4
 
Men of the English colonies also noticed these ideas from the Enlightenment by the start of the 
eighteenth century, but took two sides in the issue.  Some saw this as an excellent insight, relating back 
to the brightest female minds of the past who demonstrated an incredible ability for roles most 
commonly acquired by men.  These included Semiramis of Nineveh, who supposedly ruled an ancient 
Middle Eastern kingdom, and Queen Christina of Sweden, known for her “prodigious learning.”  These 
men wished to provide contemporary women with more opportunities to learn and grow in their 
capacity to aid society, just as the aforementioned rulers of the past.  On the other hand, others saw this 
as an unnecessary notion, and scorned those women who sought to take on traditionally masculine 
roles.  Regardless of new opinions circulating the European continent (and later transferred to the 
colonies), these men remained true to previous standards.  This seemed to become the most popular 
opinion, as women were still limited in their social and political positions.
5
 
This is not to say that women were completely trapped in their home, unable to speak or think 
for themselves; men in general simply considered them inexperienced and therefore unreliable in public 
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affairs.  Some women, mostly widows, were able to invest in the economy, creating some source of 
personal income.
6
   Ultimately, though, a woman’s contribution to political thought and action in the 
early eighteenth century greatly depended on the agreement and, in most cases, allowance of her 
husband.  For instance, Abigail Adams, the well-known and influential wife of the second President of 
the United States, frequently spoke to her husband John of her opinions regarding political proceedings 
beginning in the mid-1700s to the early 1800s.  She went so far as to suggest plans of actions and 
request news and recent amendments of the new government.
7
  Hers is a case meticulously 
documented, and one prime example of beginning social reform.  Unfortunately, the actions of women 
during this time were not seen fit to properly maintain, and therefore are difficult to uncover.  
As tensions with Britain increased in the mid-eighteenth century, women as well as men started 
to develop a revolutionary consciousness.  In regards to women’s roles in the upcoming conflict, men 
believed that wives would only modify their current domestic duties by instilling patriotism and similar 
virtues into the minds of the youth.  While still willing to fulfill this role, women increased their 
expectations for societal change.  They noticed the actions of English women in the political field 
beginning in the early 1700s.  British women began hosting and attending balls where they could 
converse with prominent political figures.  In addition, these females published even more literature on 
the subject of women’s rights.  One such woman, ultimately anonymous due to her given title “Sophia, a 
Person of Quality,” circulated her work Woman Not Inferior to Man: or, a Short and Modest Vindication 
of the Natural Rights of the Fair-Sex to a Perfect Equality of Power, Dignity, and Esteem, with the Men.  
The ambiguous “Sophia” makes the claim that women are meant to do more than look after children 
and remain in the domestic realm to which they have always been limited.  This work made its way to 
the media of the colonies, along with another anonymous poem which came specifically to Virginia (in 
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1736) and South Carolina (in 1743).  It states, “The equal Laws let custom find,/And neither Sex 
oppress;/ More Freedom give to Womankind,/ Or to Mankind give less.” Many colonial women, as the 
conflict with British rule worsened, adopted this revolutionary ideology as well.  Wherever the conflict 
would lead, it may provide an opportunity for women to ensure equality.
8
  
Independence from Britain would mean a new direction for not only the nation but particularly 
for their gender.  They were citizens of the colonies and soon-to-be nation, and therefore should receive 
the same rights and privileges as men.  As Linda Kerber mentioned in her “Reinterpretation of the 
Revolution,” if the colonists were to truly create a more representative nation which transformed the 
political and civil spheres, women’s contributions must be taken into account.
9
  With this revolutionary 
ideology forming, women sought methods of contribution to later use as grounds for equality through 
both social and political reform.    
Their chance came as the eve of the Revolution approached, when the call for action was heard 
across the colonies.  Most assumed that this call was directed toward men and men alone; young, able-
bodied males willing to join the patriot cause for independence.  Some women, on the other hand, 
presumed this invitation was extended to their sex as well.  Though military service was only dictated for 
male citizenship, women could actively participate in other aspects of the war.
10
  Indeed, it would be 
necessary for them to put their new-found revolutionary consciousness to good use if the Patriots were 
to appear and fight effectively.   
Most accounts of Revolutionary Era women represent their efforts on the home front.  Though 
this approach may be considered more moderate when compared to those who served in or around the 
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front lines of battle, it was nonetheless an example of women resistance and reform attempt in the 
American Revolution.  Beginning in the 1760s, women were asked to join the cause through modifying 
their day-to-day routine.  One of the smaller requests was to convince men to join the physical fight, as 
opposed to the materialistic and mental battle happening at home.  Women, as some would argue they 
do today, had a large hold over men, simply because they were women.  If a man’s wife wanted him to 
fight for the new nation, he may do this if only to keep her happy, in addition to remaining in his social 
circles.  Other small-scale, yet necessary roles included continuing husbands’ duties at home and 
ensuring the safety of the children.
11
 
 The most important domestic initiative in regards to future reform expectations was the 
boycotting of British goods.  All items transferred to America through British trade were to be kept out 
of homes. The primary target was of course tea, though this boycott did extend to all goods.  Many 
towns, including Edenton, North Carolina and Boston, Massachusetts, signed formal agreements for the 
boycotts.  The ladies of Edenton went so far as to initiate their own Edenton Tea Party of 1774, to show 
women’s level of loyalty to Patriotic views.  There was no actual dumping of tea into the harbor like the 
previous and more famous Boston Tea Party of 1773, but rather a petition signed to ensure the 
boycotting of British tea and clothing.  This Tea Party was supposedly orchestrated by Penelope Barker, 
the wife of the North Carolina Province Treasurer, and helped to introduce other women to the idea of a 
true republic reflecting women’s efforts as well.  “No Taxation without Representation” then became 
the cry for women, too.  Additional boycotts were also in place in the other colonies, and their successes 
demonstrate not only women’s willingness to participate in the War of Independence, but also the 
sacrifices they endured to do so.  Women needed these boycotted goods for everyday use, and yet men 
were asking them to abandon each item.  This forced them to resort to sewing their own clothes from 
locally made or imported cloth and consuming only those foods which were already available from 
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  Only motivation for something of incredible value, as shown through the efforts 
of the Ladies of Edenton in particular, would have driven them to continue. 
Another important task was the care given to passing American soldiers.   Women attempted to 
aid in the war effort by offering supplies and medical attention to any Patriot who was in need of these 
services.  For example one woman, in an attempt to keep the family business afloat, served as an 
innkeeper throughout the war.  She received into her hostelry one night a group of British soldiers and 
one wounded American Patriot.  She stayed up with the American all evening to care for him, and did 
not charge him a penny for her service; on the other hand, she charged the British unit an outrageous 
sum.  More commonly, though, women would simply stop passing soldiers or seek out prisoners of war 
and hand them extra rations and blankets.
13
 
On a grander domestic scale, some women would venture into the public and declare their 
patriotism in many forms.  After the removal of the George III statue in New York following the signing 
of the Declaration of Independence, women from Connecticut retrieved the bust and made over 42,000 
cartridges of ammunition for the Continental Army using its material.  By using the image of the 
previous leader of the colonies to provide ammunition for the soldiers, these women were not only 
aiding in the Patriot cause, but were showing Britain the strength of all American citizens.  Men later 
praised women for this act, allowing women to hope for and expect their intended reparations.
14
  In a 
less dramatic approach, Mercy Otis Warren, fearing public scorn for voicing her political opinion though 
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still wishing to have her thoughts heard, began publishing multiple anonymous plays highlighting the 
growing political crisis in 1772.
15
  Warren was a strong advocate for women’s political and social 
equality, and later fought for this openly in the years following the Revolution.  Following in her 
footsteps, though a little more outspokenly, was Ester Reed, the wife of Pennsylvania governor Joseph 
Reed.  In 1778, she created the Ladies of Philadelphia, an organization in which women could raise funds 
for the Continental Army.  Additionally, she carried her devotion to the cause through writing.  Her 
“Sentiments of an American Woman” encouraged other women to join her in the aiding of the up-and-
coming nation’s soldiers.  She argued that the prohibition of following the men into battle should not 
stop women from joining the cause. 
16
  Though a perfect example of female public contribution and 
therefore of potential for women in polity, she acted primarily in the name of patriotism, of caring for 
the soldiers protecting the right cause, and of guaranteeing the safety of their men. 
The most secretive and ultimately most dangerous job undertaken by women of the household 
was acting as a spy and/or scout for the Continental army.  Countless women – countless only due to the 
lack of records kept of these women during the time period – put their lives at risk in ways not done 
before in order to fight for their own advancement in society.  They aided General Washington and his 
troops in evading or surprising the enemy throughout the war.
17
  For example, Mom Rinker, a 
Pennsylvania woman, sat on a high rock in Fairmount Park in Philadelphia observing the British 
movements in the distance.  To seem innocent, she knitted as she sat; instead of creating a traditional 
pattern in the yarn, however, she sewed messages which she then dropped to American couriers 
waiting down below.  Scouts also provided a great service to the army, as they travelled through 
backwoods and treacherous terrain in order to lead the Continental soldiers through the countryside.  
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One such woman was New Jersey resident Jimmie Waglun, who led Washington’s men through the 
backcountry in late 1776 in order to better attack the British at Princeton.
  
 Another was sixteen-year-old 
Dicey Langston from South Carolina, who traversed a river at night to reach her brother’s camp and tell 
of enemy troop operations.
18
  These women are only a few of many others who desired to break down 
their previous barriers, regardless of motive. 
Each woman did have a reason for carrying out her self-proclaimed civic duty, as well as an 
expectation for her services.  Whether it was out of hate for the British rule or of desire for political and 
social reform, these women took domestic efforts to a new level.  For what, exactly, depends on the 
woman.  Some were indeed hoping for their inclusion in the new nation, particularly in the political 
sphere.  While most did not need a guaranteed legislative position to proclaim their affiliations, a voice 
in the government such as voting or other legitimate forms of influence would be appreciated.
19
  These 
women had gone above and beyond their everyday routine in order to aid in the country’s 
development, and therefore should receive some kind of acknowledgement.  Abigail Adams put it 
plainly to her husband, John, when referring to the contributions of females throughout the conflict.  
When creating the new government, he must “Remember the Ladies” and their efforts in establishing 
the union.
20
  Still other women, namely those involved in espionage, wanted to simply escape the 
confines of expected domestic chores and wander into the world of men.  The sense of adventure 
involved in undertaking these tasks was worth the risk.  Other intended results included the guaranteed 
care of their husbands and sons.  Reed’s organization, like some others, was made in order to keep the 
men safe and well-stocked for any conflict which may arise.  Overall, the importance of family and the 
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hope for social reform most effectively drove women from their quiet homes and into the world of 
conflict.   
As stated previously, most accounts of women show them remaining at home during the war 
and still providing necessary aid for the Patriots.  Rarer was an account of a woman who left her societal 
duties and expectations to follow the men to war.  Even within this category are subsections of women, 
so to speak.  Some merely followed the men to the camps, not providing many services and only 
seemingly being nuisances to the commanding officers.   Others similarly trailed behind the soldiers, but 
offered domestic luxuries for the men of the camps.  Then there are those women who officially signed 
up for military positions and received pay, namely those in medical services.  Lastly came the brave few 
who broke down entire barriers for women, either secretly joining men in combat or illegally enlisting as 
a man in order to fight the war.  Such women of war had extremely influential motives for participating, 
as well as intended outcomes for the services rendered should they survive their feat.
21
   
The most moderate group of women, being the furthest away from the combat and still 
traveling in close quarters with the men, were camp followers.  These citizens included women and 
children, be them wives, mothers, sisters or daughters of those in combat.  Their main objective was not 
political or social in nature: these women primarily wished to remain in close contact with loved ones.  
Some exceptions, who later became camp followers, were refugees fleeing to the safety of the 
Continental army from loyalist-controlled areas, or impoverished peoples looking for a means of 
stability.  Some even came to the camps in an economic venture, selling goods and services which 
sometimes included prostitution.
22
  Initially, General Washington did not find these women to be of any 
use.  They were not subject to military discipline, nor did they complete tasks for the units.  If they were 
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offered a position to care for the army, they would then receive pay and rations; however, should they 
refuse, these benefits were not accessible, and these women were occasionally left behind or sent away 
due to their unhelpful nature.
23
 Additionally, it is reported that they encouraged bad habits in the men, 
such as heavy drinking, infidelity, and even arson.
24
  Given others’ disdain of camp followers, these 
women most likely provided men with a reason not to grant reform.  Other men may not have seen any 
benefit to giving women a more active role in society if General Washington himself did not view them 
as valuable members of a previously male-dominated realm. 
Many other women, however, provided hope of social and political acceptance through their 
contributions.  The Women of the Army, labeled as such by General Washington, provided small yet 
necessary comforts to the army.  They washed clothes, prepared meals, and sewed any torn garments.  
Most of these chores were either done for themselves, an occasional soldier, or the hospitals by the 
camps.  For whomever these services were rendered, the Women of the Army gave a domestic touch to 
the otherwise grueling nature of war.  Washington himself remarked on the unprofessionalism and 
overall uncleanliness of those units which did not have the luxury of these women, saying “they wore 
what they had until it crusted over and fell apart,” due to the fact that the soldiers claimed laundry to be 
women’s work.
25
  Despite the connection to household duties, these women were still away from their 
previous societal limitations, and became an integral part of the army.  Unlike the disorderly camp 
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followers, the Women of the Army were subject to the discipline of servicemen, and given rations and 
shelter.  This inclusion of women in the regulations of the military narrowed the gap between the 
genders.   Women were now participating in an area (though a mild one) of war, a practice which people 
of the eighteenth century would never have considered.  This change signified the beginning of social 
reform, something which many of these women were petitioning for at home and on the front. 
In an effort to receive rations and make use of their time in the camp, some camp followers did 
heed Washington’s advice and aid in medical operations.  These nurses were able to officially report as 
members of the military, and therefore received pay for the care they provided.   In this position, 
women were again using their domestic talents of healing and overall caregiving as a part of their duty 
to the nation (and to themselves).  This care given by women differed significantly from that of male 
doctors, as the former relied on herbal remedies which made the patient as comfortable as possible.  
The latter, however, focused on heavy surgery and intense bleeding which decreased the rate of survival 
as there were little sanitary and effective recovery options.  Soldiers saw women’s service in this regard, 
therefore, as exceptional. Congress even supported the use of nurses in each unit, saying that the 
absence of “good female Nurses” only added to the wounded soldiers’ suffering.  As public recognition 
was a goal of some of these women, this praise from the government legislature did wonders for their 
determination. Simply the fact that these women were being paid for a service unlike previous domestic 
work was a breakthrough, and it showed that women were indeed capable of more than originally 
thought.
26
  Some argue that these women held the most dangerous positions compared to other female 
contributions, even those of women who fought in battle.  While attending to each wounded soldier, 
they were exposed to countless bacterial and viral diseases, which could result in a long-term disability 
or even death.  Surely these women, who risked their physical health to better that of others, provided 
great cause for female acknowledgement. 
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The last and most radical step in the reform of social and political stature were those women 
who attempted and succeeded in fighting alongside the men in combat.  “Succeeded” is the key word, 
as those who failed to keep their true identity a secret were punished and humiliated for illegally 
participating in an area of citizenship which was reserved for men.  Ann Bailey of Boston, upon being 
“discovered,” was tried and found guilty of pretending to be a young man and “fraudulently intending to 
cheat and injure the inhabitants of the state.”  She was sentenced to two months in prison, though still 
proud of her small time in service.  Another woman, an anonymous resident New Jersey, illegally 
enlisted and was almost immediately found due to her accidental curtsy to a superior officer.  Her only 
punishment was public humiliation, which proved to be enough for this young woman.
27
  Though many 
of their intentions were honorable their actions set the female initiative of equality back a step.   Their 
folly, in the eyes of men, proved their irrational nature and therefore reaffirmed their designated social 
role, similar to the camp followers.  Some of their motives had the same result as well.  A few women, 
such as the unknown soldier mentioned previously, came to war only to find a husband.  Men 
disregarded these as foolish desires, and only strengthened their initial view of women as domestic 
housewives. 
Those who were able to conceal their gender effectively, however, showed women’s worth 
outside of the home.  One such woman was Deborah Sampson Gannett, a young woman who, in May of 
1782, enlisted as Private Robert Shurtliff in the Continental army.
28
  At the age of 22, Sampson wished to 
escape her lonely and poverty-stricken childhood and venture into a new future by illegally enlisting as a 
man.  She was immediately moved to join the Fourth Massachusetts Regiment for active duty as a light 
infantryman.  As the light infantry after the Battle of Yorktown was considered the most active branch of 
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the military, she served for a total of seventeen months in active combat under the command of Colonel 
William Shepard and later Colonel Henry Jackson. During her enlistment period, at the Battle of 
Tarrytown, she was shot and wounded in the left thigh.  So as not to reveal her gender, she attended to 
the wound herself.  Later, however, she became ill with fever and was cared for by Doctor Barnabas 
Binney, who for reasons unknown, kept her secret after discovering her illegal attempt.  He then helped 
her to be honorably discharged from the army by General Henry Knox in October of 1783. Some men in 
her unit even proclaimed her to be one of the best soldiers in the camp; she followed every order, and 
completed every task efficiently and effectively.  Her work was exemplary, and made for an even greater 
achievement once recognized in society after the end of her enlistment.
29
 
Sampson did not stay underground in regards to her efforts in the military.  After being 
discharged and marrying Benjamin Gannett Jr., she began a public lecture tour highlighting her actions 
in service.  Her overall mission was to gain public awareness not of her deeds specifically, but of what 
she and other women were able to accomplish.  She campaigned for political and personal purposes, 
and continued to do so until her health and disabling wound restricted her.  Her efforts, as reported in 
her memoir
30
 and multiple biographies, set forth a precedent for social and political reform postwar. 
31
  
Other women did participate in battle, though only in a moment of necessary action.  These 
women generally included those who were Women of the Army, aiding in the cause alongside their 
husbands, and were forced to take the place of a fallen soldier on the spot.  One such woman was Anna 
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Maria Lane, a nurse and Woman of the Army who followed her husband, John, into war.  During the 
Battle of Germantown, she courageously joined the fight in the place of a fallen comrade.  She was later 
wounded because of her efforts.
32
 She acted in tandem with the “Molly Pitchers” of the army, who 
originally carried water to and from the battlefield to cool the weapons of fighting servicemen and later 
joined their male comrades when one fell in the line of duty.  Though there are two women – Margaret 
Corbin and Mary Hays McCauley – who are well-known and representative of this group of women, the 
name encompasses all women who performed the same or similar acts.  
Margaret Corbin, or “Captain Molly” as she came to be known, is recognized as the “real” Molly 
Pitcher.  She too was able to enlist in the army for the aforementioned purpose and was stationed with 
her husband, John, in New York for the Battle of Fort Washington.  On November 16, 1776, the day of 
the battle, both Margaret and John were assigned to the artillery unit.  During the conflict, John received 
a mortal wound and fell beside his wife.  She took his position at the cannon, and continued his fight, 
acquiring a disabling wound herself.  The intense emotional and physical toll must have been 
unbearable, but Corbin assumed her Patriotic role in a moment’s notice, not questioning her upcoming 
duty and resulting expectations.  Later, On July 6, 1779, she was able to procure a disability pension for 
her bravery and sacrifice, which provided half of a soldier’s monthly pay for life.  Being this early in the 
war, Corbin was the first woman to receive this honor and reparation.
33
 
Mary Hays McCauley performed Corbin’s duties almost exactly, which adds to the confusion of 
who the real Molly Pitcher representative was.  As stated previously, Corbin is usually attributed with 
the title as her case was the first reported.  However, the famous depiction of Molly Pitcher painted by 
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D. M. Carter shows her as a participant in the Battle of Monmouth on July 28, 1778.
34
  This is the battle 
for which Mary McCauley is most well-known.  Regardless of which woman was seen as the primary 
personification of Molly, both Corbin and McCauley took the role of a fallen comrade in the heat of the 
action.
35
  They further demonstrated that women were intellectually and physically capable of 
performing the same tasks as men and managing the same result. 
 Regardless of motive, the aforementioned women in combat made a large impact in the social 
reform of the eighteenth century.  Whereas before women were mainly confined to the household and 
held to a higher standard in terms of manner and decency, now they were seen in a new, transforming 
light.  Men and more traditional women saw the accomplishments of women in the public sphere, in a 
world only previously known to men.  Some state legislatures, beginning in the late eighteenth century, 
sought to grant some of women’s reforms.  The New Jersey state government started to allow some 
women to vote, specified through the use of “he or she” in the word choice of their constitution.  These 
women needed to own a certain amount of property, however, similar to men.  Given this restriction, 
only most widows were able to vote, as they received a portion of their late husbands’ estate.  Still, the 
notion of “while woman’s bound, men can’t be free, nor have a fair Election” was heard and considered 
to be true by this legislature in particular.
36
  
 Some prominent males in society also recognized and appreciated the sacrifice made by these 
brave few.  Paul Revere, in February of 1804, wrote to Massachusetts Congressman William Eustis on 
behalf of Deborah Sampson Gannett in an effort to petition for her pension.
37
  He mentioned her 
accomplishments on and off the battlefield, and appealed to Eustis’s humanity to properly thank Mrs. 
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Gannett for her service.  Eustis later obliged and granted Gannett her pension in 1805.
38
  Eustis’ slow 
pace in allowing Gannett her payment suggests that some men were still reluctant to acknowledge 
women’s roles in the war.  As the war ended in 1783, most soldiers had already received their pensions 
by the time Gannett’s was approved, and this was only done after much petitioning by both her and 
Revere.  This shows a distinct division between the men of America during this time.  Some were willing 
to accept and recognize the female bravery and sacrifice made during the Revolutionary War, while 
others were hesitant to give women any hope that their reforms for society were a possibility. 
 Virginia Governor William H. Cabell performed a similar act on behalf of Anna Maria Lane.  In 
his petition to Speaker of the House of Delegates, Hugh Nelson, he cited her wounds and overall service 
in the war.  Nelson was much more efficient in his approval, as she received her pension later that same 
year.
39
 The fact that men were campaigning for these rights of women spoke volumes.  These women 
had done something illegal – something only a part of male citizenship – and men were aiding them in 
their efforts for justice and fairness.  This continued the move of Post-Revolutionary ideology to a 
cultural transformation. 
There were still those male members of society who did not wish to remove the previous 
standard for women’s roles.  Most who felt this way used tradition as their justification.  They believed 
that women’s political and voting rights were not valid for serious discussion as this was not a practice 
beforehand.  This patriarchal thinking was practiced by some of the most politically influential men of 
the eighteenth century, including Virginia statesman Richard Henry Lee and Massachusetts politician 
(and second President of the United States) John Adams.
40
  With the male gender split in terms of 
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allowance and rejection of reform, the fate of women’s attempts for a rights movement was 
unpredictable. 
The war had given women the chance to voice their opinions and advocate for their rights, as 
this new direction of an emerging nation affected their lives as well.  Many took this as a signal for 
action, whether on the home front or in the lines of battle.  Most patriot women, eager to begin a new 
chapter in their lives and those of future women, sought to use the war as a pathway for social and 
political reform – a reform which, if successfully carried through, would allow women to create a new 
definition for their gender. 
 However, any hope for immediate reform diminished.  Actions and decisions made in the late 
eighteenth- and early nineteenth centuries brought these women’s ambitions to a halt for the time 
being.  The new government did not directly have the Constitution reflect the contributions of women: 
there were no guarantees of women’s political influence, nor any rights given in terms of voting.  Mrs. 
Carter, a woman interviewed for a discussion on the rights of women in 1798, put it perfectly: “even the 
government of our country, which is said to be the freest in the world, passes over women as if they 
were not [free].” 
41
  This statement represents women’s perspective of the structure of the new nation, 
which is a negative one, at that.  They had fought for their voice, even been recognized through means 
of pensions and public acknowledgement, though they still did not receive their desired reforms. 
 In addition, actions which had already been put into effect were withdrawn, such as the female 
voting rights set forth by the New Jersey legislature.  The leaders of the state government argued that 
this provided an even more unbalanced vote for the populace.  Due to the restrictions placed on 
women’s voting requirements, women were underrepresented at the polls.  Their underrepresentation 
meant they were least able to defend themselves and their rights; female voters were frequently 
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subjected to ridicule when going to cast their ballots, and the government took notice.  Instead of 
dismissing some of the limitations, the leaders decided to completely prohibit women voting.
42
 
 Women were still able to enjoy some rights of men, such as the protection of property for single 
and widowed women.  Another was the right to trial by jury, guaranteed by the Constitution.  The 
downside to this was the jury would only be composed of men, as only men were able to actively 
participate in political and particularly judicial affairs.  The most important right granted, however, was 
the First Amendment in the Bill of Rights.  Women were now lawfully able to petition for any subject 
unless said subject was proposed against the United States government.  They used this right frequently, 
as well as continuing to write books and essays, in an effort to continue their reform movement for 
women’s rights.  Mercy Otis Warren in particular, using her real name in her works post-Revolution due 
to increased confidence provided by women’s recognition for patriotic efforts, continued to publish 
works on behalf of the female cause.
43
 
 For men who wished to hinder these women’s attempts at social and political equality, this 
Constitutional ambiguity proved to be the biggest issue, as some of the amendments used the term 
“person” instead of male or men.
44
  By using this term, combined with the fact that women were 
considered citizens of the new nation, men provided a loophole through which women could still take 
smaller yet meaningful steps in reform. 
 The subsidence of Revolutionary Era women’s proposed rights movement may be attributed to 
a number of other factors.  Firstly, as political parties rose, despite George Washington’s warning of the 
institutions, tensions began to build between them.  This could have been used as a reason to 
“postpone” women’s advances in equality due to a desire to provide a steady foundation.  Men’s 
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thoughts on this might have been to fix what they have first and later build on the nation’s precedents.  
Secondly, not all men were able to vote at this time because of a lack of proper social or economic 
standing, so the government must level the field for men first before accommodating women’s 
requests.  Lastly, and perhaps the most prominent of all, was the rising fear in men of giving too much 
power to the opposite sex.  If they give in to their appeals, they may soon incite other problems and 
attempts for an even more equal society.
45
  With the nation only just beginning, an unstable hierarchy 
would prove to be counterproductive.   
 It is evident that women’s contributions were a large asset to the Patriotic forces; without 
women’s efforts on both the homefront and in the lines of fire, the Continental Army would have lacked 
an important force of their military operation.  They hoped that their contributions would pave the way 
for future reform in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century society, and reached their goal if only for a 
short time.  It would not be until the mid-1800s that a fight for a women’s rights movement would 
regain its momentum.  Eighteenth century women, despite their expectations and essential 
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